Documentation for Showroom Tool v.0.9
By Jacob Brandt-Møller, hulemalerier.dk

This tool is free to use. Any donations on the website are welcome and feel free to add a link back to
http://www.hulemalerier.dk if you decide to use this Showroom Tool.

This version comes with the following files:
-

showroom.html
showroom.json
showroom.js
sofa.jpg

Paintings (for example only):
-

akryl96.jpg – akryl108.jpg
akryl96_lille.jpg – akryl108_lille.jpg

If you copy all the files into your website files directory, it should work directly as is, with the example
paintings.

You can customize the Showroom Tool however. Here comes a description of the different files and how
to change them to meet your need:

showroom.html:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Showroom</title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
<script src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.6/dojo/dojo.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="showroom.js"></script>
</head>
<body onload="init()">
<div id="showroom"></div>
</body>
</html>

This is the html file that opens the showroom and presents it.
The presentation of the showroom is fixed at the top left of the screen in this version.
The <div id=”showroom”></div> is the area where the showroom will be inserted.
I’m using google’s dojo.js file, but if you have your own version of dojo 1.6, you can link to that one instead.

showroom.json
{
"Paintings": [
{
"Year": 2012,
"Src": "akryl96",
"Title": "The Bridge",
"Height": 70,
"Width": 50,
"Price": "$3000"
}, {
"Year": 2012,
"Src": "akryl97",
"Title": "Window of Freedom",
"Height": 60,
"Width": 50,
"Price": "$3000"
}
]
}

I only included 2 of the paintings shown in the showroom.json example.
It is very important that the json file is formatted correctly. If you have made changes and you are not sure
if it’s formatted correctly, you can use an online json validator like http://jsonlint.com to check it.
"Year": 2012,
"Src": "akryl96",
"Title": "The Bridge",
"Height": 70,
"Width": 50,
"Price": "$3000"

-

the year of the painting
filename (*)
title of the painting
height in cm
width in cm
price

(*) About the filename: The extension and thumbnail name will be added automatically. That is why the
files has to be of type .jpg and there needs to be a filename_lille.jpg thumbnail in the same location as the
file.

